FLIGHT OF THE MOON BEETLES

After meddling with a mysterious device, the party finds themselves stranded on the moon. Surrounded by alien trees and scatterings of pink lunar crystals, they will have to delve a bit deeper to find their way home.

FAST ASLEEP
These giant beetles spend most of their life in small burrows, hibernating beneath a crystalline cap. If disturbed, a moon beetle will awake in an uncontrollable rage and attack any unfamiliar creature in sight before returning to sleep.

ULRIK & PERRIF
Long ago, the wizard Ulrik travelled to the moon with his apprentice, Perrif, hoping to discover and document the many secrets of the lunar surface. After meeting the moon beetles and exploring their magical caverns, Ulrik descended into madness. He was enamoured with the intense raw power of the lunar spheres and intended to take them all. Perrif, knowing this would lead to disaster, attacked Ulrik, breaking his amulet in two, making it impossible to return home. The two fled their end shortly after. Perrif hidden deep in the moon beetle caves with one half of the amulet, and Ulrik wandering the lunar forest searching with the other.

BEETLE BEHAVIOUR
- Sleeping: No sound, can't see anything, attack creature
- Awake: Sound, can see something, create creature
- Excretes concentrated magic
- Consumes crystal

Every decade, the moon beetles take flight, carrying their lunar spheres to scatter across the planet's surface, flooding the world with magic.
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